Political and Civic Engagement summer courses

Courses are offered for any interested students.

OR:

*Earn credit toward the certificate in Political and Civic Engagement this summer!*

List of Summer 2012 courses of interest that count for PACE:

----------------------------------------Certificate core courses, open to any interested student
Here is an interesting and engaging small course during the summer that will use many ‘hands-on,’ experiential learning methods.
Students have commented to the instructor, “I thought I knew about leadership, but then after taking this course, I realized how much more there was to know.”


Open to any interested student during second 6 week session, June 18 – July 27,

How do leaders create change? What is YOUR leadership style? Explore these questions and more. What makes a public leader in America? Who are they and what impact do they have on democratic and civil society? This course looks at leadership through the lenses of theory and practice, providing opportunities for students: to analyze public leadership through readings, films, exercises and discussions; to consider and practice communication and behavioral skills; and to reflect on personal development as the next generation of public leaders. C210 is a core course requirement for the certificate in Political and Civic Engagement, counts as ‘inside the College’ credit for majors in the College of Arts & Sciences, and is a Gen. Ed. as well as CASE S&H course. See [http://pace.indiana.edu](http://pace.indiana.edu)

------------------------------- electives for the PACE certificate: [continued on p.2]

CMCL-C 445: Media, Culture & Politics, instructor: Shana Bridges. Meets second 4 week session, June 4-June 29, 12:40-2:50 daily

This class will start from the assumption that the Tucson shootings are indicative of a crisis in contemporary American political culture. Some of the symptoms of this crisis include: (1) political incivility; (2) a disconnect between the theory and practice of democracy; (3) fear of an increasingly diverse society; (4) a tendency toward seeing the world in black and white instead of shades of gray. This crisis is rhetorically manifested and maintained through national myth and metaphor and so we must turn to the discourse of our contemporary tumultuous political culture to explore the rhetoric that articulates intolerance and legitimizes violence.
CMCL-C 334 Current Topics: Heresy & Dissent in American Popular Culture
Meets 1st 4 weeks 3:00-5:15
This course will dissect and reassemble “heresy” as a useful yet problematic form of dissent. Historically, heresy violates conventions of an authority or orthodoxy, but it is not necessarily oppositional to that orthodoxy. Today, heresy continues to challenge ideas of “normal,” but in a secular society what does heresy look like? What is the value of heresy and what are its limitations? We will begin with a review of the religious roots of heresy, which we will explore in relation to contemporary thoughts on power and authority. This exercise will help us develop and translate several historical terms for the purpose of making a place for heresy in American society. Case studies will involve song (Lennon & Ono), irony in testimony (Colbert), and TV satire (Boondocks).

CJUS-P 300 Topics: 5614 Social Responses to Deviance, 2nd 6 weeks 12:40-2:30
CMCL-C 201 Race and the Media 1st 6 weeks, 12:45-2:00 PM
CMCL-C 334 Topics: 4893 Dissent in Popul Culture, 1st 4 weeks 3:00-5:15
CMCL-C 445 Media, Culture & Politics, 2nd 4 weeks, 12:40-2:50
HIST-A 200 Topics: 13787 Race, Ethnicity, Immigration, 1st 6 weeks, 10:20-12:10
  13789 Prisons in Amer Hist, 1st 6 weeks, 3:00-4:50
HIST-A 382 The Sixties, 6559, 1st 6 weeks, 12:40-2:30
INTL-I 204 Hum rights/soc mvmts, 13884, 1st 4 weeks, 10:20-12:30
LSTU-L 385 Class, race, gender, work, 2 classes through Oncourse 6/25-8/6
POLS-Y 100 American Political Controversies, 13687, 1st 4 weeks, 10:20-12:30
  Don't Tread on Me: Violence & nonviolence in Amer Polit Resistance
POLS-Y 103 Intro to Amer Politics, two classes in various sessions
POLS-Y 200 Topics: 13731, Gndr/Politics, into Feminism, 1st 6 wks, 3:00-4:50
POLS-Y 317 Voting, Elections, & Public Opinion, 1st 6 wks, 12:40-2:30
POLS-Y 318 The American Presidency, 2nd 6 wks, 10:20-12:10
Examination of the American presidency both in historical setting and in contemporary context. Topics such as presidential elections, roles and resources of the president, structures and processes of the presidency, presidential leadership and behavior, relationships of the presidency and other participants in policy making

REL-R 170 Religion, Ethics & Public Life, 1st 6 wks, 8:10 – 9:25 AM
SOC-S 335 Race & Ethnic Relations, 2nd 6 weeks, 6:30-0:00 PM MW
SPEA-V 160 Natl & Intl Policy, 1st 6 wks, 10:30-11:45 AM
SPEA-V 161 Urban Problems & Solutions, 1st 6 wks, 9:05-10:20 AM
SPEA-V 412 Leadership & Ethics, 2nd 6 wks, 10:30-11:45 AM
SPEA-V 450 Issues: 15260 Controversies in Env Health
  6079 Envir Law & Regul
SPEA-V 473 Mgmt, Leadership & Policy, 2nd 6 wks, 12:30-1:45 PM